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The Problem: If a robot is intended to interact with people, it needs an active vision system that can serve both a
perceptual and communicative function.

Motivation: Much of human social behavior is influenced by the directional, foveated nature of our visual perception.
We have developed characteristic eye and head movements to serve the functional requirements of acquiring infor-
mation through vision, and we intuitively “read” those movements in others. A humanoid robot whose vision system
follows the human organization can enter into this implicit protocol. This introduces an extra dimension to the control
problem, where we must design for the social significance that people will assign to the robot’s behavior – such as
making and breaking eye contact during conversational turn-taking.

Previous Work: Models of attention are fundamental to this work. Attention has been an area of interest both to
computational researchers and psychophysics researchers. In the computational fields, other researchers have focused
on developing systems that assign saliency based purely on perceptual properties such as color, motion, and orientation
[1]. Psychophysicists have studied the “pop-out” effects of raw sensory saliency cues [2] and the effects of subject
motivation and goals on attention [3]. Wolfe’sGuided Search v2.0system was proposed as a model for human visual
search behavior [4], and this is the model on which we have based our work.

Approach: We have implemented a version of Wolfe’s model for visual search behavior on the social robot Kismet [5].
Incoming video signals are filtered by some basic feature detectors that locate regions of possible interest. An attention
system factors in the robot’s motivational state to pick out behaviorally relevant regions. A closely integrated tracking
system introduces persistence, so that the robot’s behavior has time to organize around the output of the attention
system. The robot’s gaze and head orientation are usually driven by the tracker, unless explicitly inhibited from doing
so by the behavior system. Gaze direction is an important cue for reading the robot’s locus of attention and “intent”.
Control of gaze is blended with expressive movements used to reflect the robot’s “emotional” state (which reflects its
appraisal of its current situation in terms of its current motivation). Extra visual measurements, such as distance and
presence of eyes, are made for the target of the robot’s gaze which are computationally expensive to make across the
entire image. In general the visual system follows a broad division into pre– and post–attentive processing analogous
to human vision.

We have implemented a number of behaviors that recruit natural social cues to simplify visual processing through the
regulation of interpersonal distance and the manner of object presentation.

Difficulty: The chief difficulty of this work is that the vision system must be simultaneously broad enough to support
all the requirements of the robot’s behavior, sufficiently integrated to keep that behavior coherent, and fast enough
to run in real-time. Also, motor control of eye movements has to be done very carefully, or they can be extremely
disturbing – for example, poorly coordinated disjunctive movements can easily give the impression that the eyes are
moving independently.

Impact: This work, in conjunction with similar efforts in the auditory domain, provides the perceptual substrate for
building “social creatures” [6].

Future Work: The range of the robot’s interaction with humans is limited by many factors, including its visual
perception. As new percepts are added, new depths of behavior are possible. One example is face recognition, which
provides the means for the robot to engage in extended relationships with particular people. Object-centered percepts
such as color, shape, and material give the robot the means to respond differentially to particular objects, and greatly
extend the types of behavior in which the robot could engage.
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Figure 1: Vision in a social context.
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